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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Toronto continues to emerge and redefine itself on the global stage. Building on the cultural capital that arises from the intersection of a vibrant urban identity, new pop-icons, and professional and economic success, Toronto is booming. A building boom unrivaled in the North American context, a downtown renaissance, new job creation and investment – nearly 3 million people now call Toronto home. And for the first time in many years, growth within the city is outpacing that in the suburbs around it. With a city history as rich and diverse as Toronto’s, this brings both opportunities and challenges that relate to the preservation of our heritage assets and neighbourhood character. 
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A building boom unrivaled in the North American context, a downtown renaissance, new job creation and investment – nearly 3 million people now call Toronto home. And for the first time in many years, growth within the city is outpacing that in the suburbs around it. 
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With this growth come both challenges and opportunities. As we become denser, and our living spaces become smaller and smaller, how we plan our city becomes ever more important.



What kind of city do we want to become?
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This is a question I asked last year during this same presentation. What kind of city do we want to become? The answer seems to be becoming clearer and clearer. 



We’re becoming a city where public life is 
central to our  quality of life.



6 Priorities for Advancing Public Life
1. Beautiful & Complete Streets
2. Complete Communities
3. Building out the Transit Network
4. Planning for Families
5. Public Space for Public Life
6. Better Public Engagement
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Streets
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King Street
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Garden District HCD The Garden District HCD Plan was led by Heritage Preservation Services but was undertaken collaboratively within the City Planning Division to ensure coordination with existing and emerging planning policy.  Once adopted, the Plan will enable City Council to conserve the cultural heritage value and heritage attributes of the Garden District and to manage and guide future change in accordance with the Official Plan and the Ontario Heritage Act.  The Plan will be considered by City Council early next year.  The Garden District HCD is a cultural heritage landscape that was planned in the mid-19th century as a residential enclave anchored by Allan Gardens to the north with the Moss Park estate lands that is an evolved district with a rich social history.  The District has historic and associative value originating from the Anishnawbe lands and the 19th century Moss Park Estate lands owned by the Allan family.  The contextual value of the District is established by the 1855 Moss Park Estate plan of subdivision and the resulting built form pattern and streetscape character.  The design value of the Garden District is represented in the wide range of architectural styles found in the District including Gothic Revival, Second Empire, Bay and Gable, Italianate, Romanesque Revival, Queen Anne, Edwardian Classicism and vernacular design.  The social and community value of the District lies in its historic role in providing community and social services in the city, many of them representing firsts for the city.   The overall objective of the Garden District HCD Plan is the protection, conservation and management of its heritage attributes and contributing properties so that the District's cultural heritage value is protected in the long-term.  .   The proposed Garden District HCD has cultural heritage value as a cultural landscape and provides a framework to help conserve the character of this important neighbourhood for generations to come.
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The Keele Finch Plus Study is about how to plan for the future growth and change of the area, given new rapid transit investment (i.e. it is not about the transit infrastructure itself). Through the Study, we will: encourage more intensive and transit-supportive employment and residential uses; and determine where, how, and by how much to grow over the coming decades.Keele Finch Plus by the numbers  Within 800 metres of the Keele and Finch intersection:3,336 jobs in 2015 (Toronto Employment Survey)36% office21% service18% manufacturing and warehousing7,823 residents in 2011 (Census) There were 38.9 people/hectare (Toronto Employment Survey 2015) and 16.4 jobs/hectare (2011 Census) within 800m of the Keele and Finch intersection (a total of 55.4 jobs and people per hectare).Through Keele Finch Plus, City Planning will:Look at ways to encourage growth in employment and residential developments where it is reasonable to do soDevelop a planning framework to support a more transit-supportive placeIdentify improvements and investments to benefit workers and residentsSupport long-term health as an employment areaSeek to improve transportation options and choices through an evaluation of transportation needs, street and block pattern, and walkabilityAddress current challenges in the study area



Existing Conditions

Apartment towers.
Community gardens.

Desire to be walkable.
Many detached homes.

Large industrial area 
with some office.

In need of public realm 
improvement.
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The area has a higher degree of social need and is an identified Neighbourhood Improvement Area (NIA). Through the Study we will examine how to leverage rapid transit investment for the benefit of the existing and future community, as well as the city.  The Keele Finch Plus Area includes part of a large and important employment area which will be supported through the Study.Within 800m of the Keele and Finch intersection3,339 jobs in 2015 (36% office, 21% service, 18% manufacturing & warehousing)Examples of employment include: large fuel distribution centres, health and beauty products manufacturing, foam manufacturing, food product manufacturing, auto repair and sales, retail, office and medical services. Conversion of Employment Areas will not be considered through this Study. Keele Finch Plus will result in a new planning framework, which may include implementation measures such as Official Plan Amendments, Zoning, guidelines, street and block plans, concept plans, and/or guidelines to support continued employment and residential investment and intensification.  The Study began in early 2016, will last about 2 years, and has significant public engagement proposed for each stage. Phase 1 of the Study was largely completed by November of 2016. Through the Study, we will explore ways to create an improved public realm with better connections. WORK COMPLETED SO FAR: Taking Stock: research/area context, technical analyses, public consultation 300+ people engaged in person in Phase 1  Emerging issues identifiedPhase 1 Adopted by Community Council
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 Laird in Focus was officially launched with a public event on November 30th. It encompasses two study areas in the vicinity of the intersection of Laird and Eglinton It builds on the work completed for Eglinton Connects and will help tailor the vision established in the project to this unique community The project will result in the development of a planning framework to guide future development for the Laird Focus Area and Mixed Use Areas on the west side of LairdSTUDY OBJECTIVES Manage change comprehensively Incorporate an enhanced public realm Include a transportation review + strategies to address current challenges and future demands Promote the use of the Eglinton LRTNEXT STEPS Background and existing conditions study and Visioning
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Transit Network Plan
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for 
Families
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Condo Hack Case Study
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10 Buchan Court  Located in the area northeast of the intersection of Sheppard Avenue East and Leslie Street The property at 10 Buchan Court contains a two-storey Georgian Revival style country estate house designed byToronto architects Mathers and Haldenby and built in 1938.  Site is now owned by North York General Hospital.   The heritage planning project involved the rehabilitation of the house and grounds to provide centralized ambulatory and transitional mental health services for children, adolescents, young women and their families.  Fully funded by community support through the North York General Foundation the adaptive re-use of this property will bring together onto one site the adolescent eating disorders program, the child and adolescent day hospital and child and adolescent outpatient mental health services.  The proposal as a whole will provide a family orientated home-like experience for patients and their families.The project includes construction of a two-storey addition to replace the existing north wing and garage. The new addition will be connected by a glazed link to the existing building.The main entrance on the north elevation will be altered to provide universal access and the landscape garden on the south side of the house will be rehabilitated with some original landscape features restored. A free-standing canopy and trellis will be constructed on the south terrace.
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 The project includes construction of a two-storey addition to replace the existing north wing and garage. The new addition will be connected by a glazed link to the existing building. The main entrance on the north elevation will be altered to provide universal access and the landscape garden on the south side of the house will be rehabilitated with some original landscape features restored. A free-standing canopy and trellis will be constructed on the south terrace. Approved by Council. Construction to commence soon.
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Buchan Court in 1948
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Through TOcore, we are developing a Parks and Public Realm Plan to respond to the intensifying residential and worker populationsLand values are high Downtown so we need to focus not only on expansion of the public realm, but also on the connectivity and the quality of our public spacesConnecting and expanding Parks and Public SpacesCreating Toronto’s “Core Circle”Connecting to parks and public spacesA new major park
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Through TOcore, we are developing a Parks and Public Realm Plan to respond to the intensifying residential and worker populationsLand values are high Downtown so we need to focus not only on expansion of the public realm, but also on the connectivity and the quality of our public spacesConnecting and expanding Parks and Public SpacesCreating Toronto’s “Core Circle”Connecting to parks and public spacesA new major park
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Understanding our parks and public realm system on three scales and identify “moves” within each scale.Scale 1 – city and regional wide (core circle, ten great streets)Scale 2 – district wide (portal parks that provide access into the core circle; park district anchors; The Stitch; around the bay)Scale 3 – neighbourhood (local places and over-looked areas)
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Ravine Strategy and Don River Valley Park



Ravines
17%
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 For the purposes of the Strategy, Ravines are defined as all areas encompassed by the Ravine and Natural Feature Protection By-law, which you see here in green. This area includes not only valley lands, but also tableland parks, sports fields and other recreational amenities Captures a broad range of landscapes and uses. Ravines also house a vast network of City infrastructure Ravine protected areas represent 17% of Toronto’s total land area
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Lower Don Trail Master Plan"The lower Don Valley, in many ways, echoes the history of Toronto. Although its marshy character never allowed intensive development, it was the site of some of the earliest European settlement in the present city, as pioneers sought to harness the power of the river to operate their mills. That legacy is still visible in the restored Brick Works and Todmorden Mills sites, which were once closely connected. Clay used to produce bricks was quarried on site, and served literally as the building blocks of Toronto". City Planning, Civic Design Unit are partnered with PF&R, TRCA and other stakeholders (Brickworks., ) to provide guidance in the design, and partial funding of key infrastructure improvements better connecting the Valley to the CityThe Lower Don Trail is a 4.7 kilometre section of multi-use trail for pedestrians and cyclists that runs along the Don River, from Pottery Road to Corktown Commons. 2012-2013 the City of Toronto commissioned a Master Plan for the Lower Don Trail that could guide the development of this increasingly well-used parkland resource. The Plan recommends strategies to improve environmental protection and access, and consider possibilities for public art in the lower Don River valley lands. The Plan provides a long-term strategy to establish a theme, create positive user experiences and improve access.  The Plan will inform future recreation planning initiatives in the Lower Don Valley and will clarify the City's priorities for improvements in the area.  The Plan also provides short, median and long term goals. Accessibility Provide clear and safe access to the trail for different levels of mobility and ability.Connectivity Connect major destinations along and adjacent to the trail, while promoting the Don Valley as a destination unto itself. Link the trail to existing infrastructure including other trails, bike lanes, streets and transit. Integrate the trail into the life of its surrounding neighbourhoods, through signage and public realm improvements.Preservation Protect and preserve the most sensitive natural areas.Recreation Enhance responsible interaction with the natural environment. Develop multiple options for movement and recreation routes.Education Share the story of the Don Valley’s natural and human history through public art and other installations.Visibility Elevate the visibility and profile of the trail through public art. Develop clear and consistent wayfinding and interpretive signage, particularly around major trail entry points and nodes.Participation Invite opportunities for public participation in future implementation of improvements to the trail system. 
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Currently, City planning is helping to fund the new Pottery Road Bridge and the Belleville underpass. There are a number of other initiatives identified in the Master Plan that we will also partner on once the total funding for those improvements have been secured.  Pottery Road Bridge /Pedestrian and Cycling: This will resolve the problems posed by the narrowness of the current Pottery Road bridge, in which cyclists are briefly forced into mixed traffic and pedestrians are restricted to a single, narrow sidewalk. It will run parallel to the existing bridge, immediately south of it and connect to a level crossing over the railway.  Connecting to Bayview  Avenue new multi-use trail up to the Brickworks. 
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Don River Valley Park
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The Bentway
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Rail Deck Park









Public 
Engagement
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 Growing Conversations is all about improving our engagement processes across the Division It is advancing a vision to make Toronto the most engaged city in North America on planning issues One of its main objectives is to increase engagement among groups that we typically don’t reach, including youth, newcomers and renters Already through Growing Conversations, we have completed a Youth Engagement Strategy, which has focused the entire division on the importance of engaging youth in our planning processes Through Growing Conversations, we are also piloting a new public meeting format for development review In 2017, Growing Conversations will culminate in City Planning’s first Engagement Action Plan
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 Toronto Planning Review Panel is one of the principle outcomes of Growing Conversations It is a unique Panel that, in fact, is a first in the world Using a civic lottery process, we sent out 12,000 invitations to random households inviting them to participate Of the 503 responses (a four percent response rate), we randomly selected 28 members, controlling for age, gender, visible minority status and housing tenure The result is a Panel whose makeup reflects the general demographics of the city The Panel meets 6 times a year and provides input on Strategic Planning projects



Thank you.
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